Class Particulars

- Pete will be back next week! Welcome! Tour of Resources
- How this course will be run
  - web page (ceres.cs.umd.edu/412)
    - schedule page (ceres.cs.umd.edu/412/schedule)
    - releases, due dates, slides
  - piazza
    - TA multiplier
    - we answer one question and help multiple folk
  - do not post code
  - do not rant
- grades.cs.umd.edu
- no ELMs
  - not at all
Class Particulars II

- Grades
  - projects: $= 40\%$
  - reading homeworks (gradescope)
    - 5-10, title $= 10\%$
  - tests
    - 2 exams: $2 \times 15\% = 30\%$
    - final: 20\%
  - curve
    - class average will roughly be B-/C+ division

- Projects
  - released Monday morning
  - recitation section Monday 11am IRB 2107: project introduction
  - recitation section Wednesday 11am ESJ B0322: help session
  - due Sunday Midnight